Scope and purpose.
This special issue deals with mathematical beauty, both its nature and how it is experienced in practice. The issue centers around collecting examples of mathematics that is in some way considered beautiful or not beautiful, and examining these examples from several perspectives, among them philosophical, psychological, historical, and aesthetic. Some overarching questions include what gives rise to the sensation of beauty, and what roles the aesthetic plays in the context of mathematical practice. The purpose of the issue is both to highlight a few non-standard examples of mathematical beauty, in order to push the boundaries of the discussion on this topic, as well as to bring together fields relevant to aesthetics in mathematics which are largely done in isolation. This work will contribute to the new field of mathematical aesthetics, which brings to bear analytic techniques from a variety of fields on questions related to the nature and the experience of mathematical beauty.
Topics of primary interest include, but are not limited to:
• Examples or non-examples of beauty in mathematical practice. These contributions should include both a concrete example and accompanying commentary by the author for why the example was experienced as beautiful or not.
• Relations between beauty and/or explanation and/or visualization.
• Theories of mathematical beauty, or aesthetics more generally.
• Experiences of mathematical beauty among children, teachers, mathematicians, etc.
